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Abstract

While ports of the world are more or less diversified, the influence of traffic diversity on the global port hierarchy and maritime network is not yet well understood. This research uses a complex network approach to analyze the interplay between no less than 20 shipping traffic types connecting more than 1,600 ports. A database covering about 155,000 daily movements of 24,321 vessels in 2008 is used to construct a global matrix of inter-port shipping flows. Main results show that the global network is highly dependent on more diversified nodes, which in turn catch the most traffic and exhibit higher connectivity. It also underlines the role and nature of specific shipping segments as layers of an all-encompassing maritime system.
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1. Introduction

Ports of the world have in common to serve as crucial transfer nodes handling most of international trade volumes. As the quantity and nature of handled flows greatly varies among them, understanding the relationship between traffic size and traffic diversity is of paramount importance. Total throughput is the most common port performance indicator, and is relatively well accessible to researchers willing to run international comparisons (Tongzon, 1995). In contrast, the breakdown per commodity types is only available for certain ports, countries and regions, and the harmonization of such localized databases, to overcome differences in units and items, forces scholars to work with broad traffic categories such as liquid bulks, solid bulks, and other (Ducruet and Itoh, 2016). Another important facet of port performance is connectivity, which is widely advertised by port authorities, but has long remained poorly researched by the academic community (de Langen et al., 2007).

This article thus wishes to further understand the mutual relationships between traffic size, traffic specialization, and traffic connectivity. In terms of size, ports may be favored by endogenous factors, such as the proximity to natural resources for export and the facilitation of transport accessibility.
through multiple modes (e.g. river, rail). The size of the market area or hinterland also plays a role, should it be concentrated around the port itself (e.g. large city) or spread further inland. Exogenous factors relate to the capacity of ports to be embedded in the networks of transport actors or “intermediacy”, as a complement to the aforementioned self-generation power of traffic or “centrality” (Fleming and Hayuth, 1994). Intermediacy and centrality are likely to combine with each other in the case of large ports, while the stronger emphasis on intermediate functions better relates with the transshipment function, less in line with the local economy but dependent on the port infrastructure itself to concentrate flows for intra- and interregional traffic redistribution (Rodrigue and Notteboom, 2010; Slack and Gouvernal, 2015). Traffic inequality among ports is a recurrent subject of research in transport studies, notwithstanding the difficulty to measure the difference between transshipment flows and trade flows (Notteboom, 2006).

Port specialization studies are numerous in geography (see a review by Ng and Ducruet, 2014), mainly in the form of monographs that documented, back in the 1950s, the different functions of ports associated with their hinterlands and forelands. Ports were coined by their dominant traffic or economic base, such as industrial ports, passenger ports, coal ports, and even coffee ports. However, “geographers interested in the relative stature of ports have speculated for years about the best measurement for comparing and classifying ports” (Rimmer, 1966). Based on the assumption that “port commodity specialization is primarily influenced by economic functions, but also by unique geographic considerations” (Marti, 1985), geographers proposed to categorize ports using specialization indices to investigate their potential for adopting containerization. Other scholars, in geography and economics, applied various “weighting rules” to the tonnage of selected ports, to improve their comparability in terms of potential economic impact and value creation (Charlier, 1994; Haezendonck et al., 1999). Such studies were mainly based on small samples of ports for which a sufficient level of detail was available. At the European level, Ducruet et al. (2010) found a significant correlation between commodity diversity and traffic size, albeit many exceptions. Numerous small and medium-sized ports situated at the periphery and/or on islands could reach a comparable traffic diversity than Rotterdam and other large mainland gateways, thanks to their captive hinterland, protected from competition (see also Ducruet, 2020 for a global perspective).

Relationships between port connectivity and specialization were more recently explored through analyzing the situation of ports within maritime networks composed of different layers. A majority of studies concentrated on one segment only of maritime transport, mainly container shipping, while others analyzed different segments taken separately. Kaluza et al. (2010) for instance compared the global network structure and community distribution of oil tanker, container, and dry bulk global networks, while Pais Montes et al. (2012) compared general cargo and container networks. Other studies looked at, for instance, cruise networks (Rodrique and Notteboom, 2013), liquefied gas networks (Peng et al., 2020) and oil networks (Peng et al., 2019). However, such works did not investigate how the different layers of maritime circulation are interconnected nor did they look at how the centrality of ports varies across layers. The multilayered perspective was first proposed by Ducruet (2013) using five different layers (containers, general cargo, solid bulks, liquid bulks, and passengers/vehicles). Among the findings, it was showed that ports handling more vessel types concentrate more traffic, are more central, have longer interaction range, and are more densely connected with each other than the rest of the network. In turn, more diversified inter-port links are much shorter, more voluminous in terms of traffic, and are more crucial (bridge role). In particular, container shipping has the highest number of shared links with other types and connects more diversified ports on average, contrary to other layers that each follow a specific configuration. A more dynamic approach was proposed some years later based on six layers (Ducruet, 2017) demonstrating...
the stability of the previous findings over time, notwithstanding a slight decrease of the inter-similarity among layers from the 1970s to the 2000s.

The aforementioned studies, still, focus on a simplified view of maritime transport made of much aggregated sectors. It is therefore the goal of this article to examine more in depth the diversity of flows and their interdependencies at the global level, and at the local level of individual nodes. We propose a novel analysis of no less than twenty different layers of maritime flows, using the Lloyd’s List global database that tracked the daily vessel movements of 116248 vessels connecting 1666 ports in the year 2008. The main goal of the proposed research is thus to investigate the interdependencies among the different layers and their implications for port hierarchies. We also wish to test the vulnerability and robustness of the global maritime network – as an assemblage of all layers – with reference to the complex networks framework proposed by physicists (see Vespignani, 2010). This framework, derived from graph theory – a branch of mathematics – is useful to grasp the essential features of networks’ topological structure in general, although multilayered networks (also coined multiplex or coupled networks) do not have a proper mathematical definition. Simple statistical measures and algorithms shall suffice to highlight the “inter-similarity between coupled networks” (Parshani et al., 2010). Having a more precise view of port specialization and diversity is also useful to overcome the lack of a systematic view on the matter given the scarcity of data, and therefore to provide port communities with effective benchmarks on their activity, in a comparative perspective. Which ports are the most diversified and why? To what extent is this diversity a factor of competitiveness? Should specialized ports diversify their activity?

The remainder of this article is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces in more detail the data source and the methodology for multilayer network construction. Section 3 offers an analysis of the interdependencies among the different layers, defined by the circulation of twenty different vessel types. Section 4 analyzes the robustness and vulnerability of the global maritime network using a different definition of layers that is, subgraphs of ports handling the same number of traffic types regardless of their nature. Section 5 concludes about the lessons learned for both network studies and transport studies.

2. Analytical framework

2.1 The global maritime network: a single system?

Analyzing jointly all maritime flows within a single network could not ignore the drastic operational differences among the various shipping segments. The global maritime network is, in fact, an artefact for several reasons. First, assembling all vessel circulations into a single system assumes that those circulations are connected, although in reality, vessels and routes may be operated on different scales, from the local to the global, and shipping companies may serve distinct markets without any overlap. In the container business, it was shown that the port networks of major shipping lines have distinct geographic logics on the world scale (Frémont and Soppé, 2004) and along certain routes such as Europe-Asia (Rimmer and Comtois, 2005). Shipping alliances form specific networks compared with single companies, as seen in the Caribbean and Mediterranean basins (McCalla et al., 2004).

Another issue to overcome for the joint analysis of different market segments is the fact that each of them is governed by specific operational, market, and economic aspects. For instance, cruise shipping is organized in the form of itineraries within particular regions, marked by seasonality, and targeting specific customers (Rodrique and Notteboom, 2013). This implies that the network formed by cruise shipping is made of a scheduled sequence of port calls or loop, often lasting a week, with a careful
selection of three to five (hub) ports depending on their respective proximity. Roll-on / roll-off shipping, carrying both conducted vehicles (e.g. trucks) and passengers with or without automobiles, but also ferries, usually operating over short distances to cross closed seas or channels. Shortsea or domestic shipping by such means can be considered as an extension of the continental road network (Torbianelli, 2000; Baird, 2010). They can palliate the islandic character of certain countries as seen in the cases of Greece, Finland, and Indonesia, where peripherality can be an issue tackled by national authorities (Makkonen et al., 2013; Frazila and Zukhruf, 2015; Tsiotas and Polyzos, 2015).

Another main difference is between liner shipping and tramp shipping, or break-bulk cargo and bulk cargo (Rodrigue and Notteboom, 2020). Bulk shipping is characterized by single origin, destination, owner, and client with irregular except for energy trades due to its on-demand nature, resulting in port-to-port connections. Liner shipping is organized nearly as the opposite, through successive calls along a chain of ports, with many cargo owners, based on regular schedules. Another main difference is that bulk shipping is more likely to be seasonal, as in the case of grain for instance, but also more influenced by market and trade fluctuations according to the price of commodities, like coal. Liner shipping is better tied to manufacturing and consumption. It also adopted, especially following the growing size of its ships at a time of sector liberalization and horizontal integration, specific hub-and-spokes as well as interlining configurations to save time and cost. This resulted in a growing concentration of shipping lines’ services at fewer large transshipment ports, in the search for the least deviation distance from optimal trunk lines (Rodrigue and Notteboom, 2010).

Thus, merging the different operational logics into a single maritime system remains very challenging and subject to false interpretations. There are ways, however, to construct a matrix based on Lloyd’s data respectful of such differences.

2.2 Construction of the global network

As most segments of maritime transport function through direct port-to-port shipments, as said above, the main issue for our present research is to make liner shipping compatible with the rest. Despite their use of schedule data, most of the existing studies of liner shipping networks analyzed a network made of direct port-to-port connections (see Bartholdi et al., 2016; Huang et al., 2016; Wang et al., 2016; Pan et al., 2019). One exception is the work of Hu and Zhu (2009) on the global liner shipping network, where each vessel creates a complete subgraph (i.e. all ports called by the same vessel are connected), so that ports situated at both ends of pendulum services are connected (space-P), which would not be the case when reducing the network to direct port-to-port connections (space-L) (see Figure 1). In the end, the total network corresponds to the combination of all subgraphs. Ducruet and Notteboom (2012) provided an analysis of the topological difference between (a) and (b) in Figure 1, based on container vessel movement data. They particularly underlined that the network of port-to-port connections (a) was smaller, sparser, less efficient, more hierarchical than the network of including both direct and indirect connections (b). It was then decided, in the present study, to retain the (b) configuration, which makes it possible to analyze jointly liner and tramp shipping.

The construction of the network was made possible by extracting vessel movement data from the Lloyd’s List, on the basis of four complete months of movements for the year 2008 (i.e. March, June, September, and December). Despite the relatively dated character of the data, its advantage is to be highly representative of global shipping, as Lloyd’s insures more than 80% of the entire world fleet. This database provides information about the daily movements of the insured vessels (ports of
departure and arrival) as well as technical characteristics such as vessel capacity in deadweight tons (DWT). One first step of network construction is the definition of the different layers to be taken into consideration for the analysis of specialization. The original 159 types of vessels were aggregated into 20 broader categories, each of them constituting a layer of the maritime network. The categorization of vessels needed careful attention, however. Efforts were made to keep a relatively balanced importance of each layer, although containers, general cargo, and solid bulk could not have been subdivided further, as the carried products and commodities are not specified in the database. It is assumed that containers mainly carry finished, consumer goods, although a growing share of general cargo, reefer, and bulks is put into containers, while the general cargo category principally goes to semi-finished goods. The same applies for dry bulks, which may be composed of very heterogeneous goods such as grain or coal. Vessel data is thus not the same as trade data as the unit of reference is the ship, not the commodity. But one enormous advantage of vessel-based data is to allow the combined analysis of cargo traffic and passenger traffic using the same measurement unit. Links and nodes are weighted by the product of call frequency and vessel capacity in deadweight tons. Although this method makes the analysis closer to actual port throughputs by taking into account vessel size, it has, in turn, the disadvantage of taking for granted that vessels travel fully loaded and charge / discharge their entire volume at each port of call, the occupancy rate (as well as the number of empty containers for instance) and the port handling volumes being unknown and impossible to verify on such a large scale. Indeed, no database provides the precise throughput of ports globally.

Based on this categorization, the global maritime network is thus composed of 20 layers of inter-port maritime flows. The second step is to assemble all the vessel movements into one single matrix. Taking the example of Figure 1, we consider ports as nodes and inter-port voyages as links. We assume that vessel 1 and vessel 2 belong to distinct layers, such as cruise (1) and containers (2), with one port being in common between the two layers, for instance Naples. We repeat the same process of layer combination by iteration until the 20 layers are assembled into one single global system, each port being more or less present in such a multidimensional network. Last but not least, we aggregated ports nodes at the level of metropolitan areas, in line with Tsiotas and Polyzos (2018) in their work on the Greek domestic shipping network. We used the method of Ducruet (2020) whereby ports situated within the same urbanized area can be considered as forming one single spatial-economic entity or gateway. The extent of urbanization is one factor, to be combined with land accessibility when ports stand at some (minor) distance from the urban core. In the absence of a host city, the nearest city or regional economic center was used as the referent place, sometimes having multiple maritime terminals, while isolated ports were kept apart. Such an aggregation was judged necessary to get closer to the reality of economic systems, as for large cities such as London, many port terminals are scattered along estuaries but serve the main core market. Another example is Tokyo, which includes all Tokyo Bay ports like Yokohama, Chiba, and Kawasaki.

2.3 Statistical background

One first measure proposed in this study is the number of layers in which ports are situated, from 1 to 20. Although this measure has the advantage of simplicity, we complemented it by its weighted version based on DWT. For each port, total DWT equals the product of ship frequency and ship capacity. Referring to the relative diversity index proposed by Duranton and Puga (2000) for cities, we calculated for each port node, the Cargo Diversity Index (CDI), which is the sum of the absolute differences between the share of traffic $j$ in port $i$ and the share of the corresponding traffic $j$ at world level. The CDI is calculated as follows:
In order to understand the relationships at stake among the different layers, a multivariate analysis (Principal Components Analysis and cluster analysis) is applied to the distribution of traffic per port and per layer. It is a second step into the understanding of port specialization which, to our knowledge, has never been tried on such a large scale. Each Principal Component is characterized by its eigenvalue and will be selected as revelatory of traffic size effects and traffic specialization effects across the global port system. Principal components are the basis of a cluster analysis to go deeper in the understanding of the mutual affinities among traffic layers.

Another way to analyze inter-layer affinities comes from the field of complex network research. We use the inter degree-degree correlation (IDDC) proposed by Parshani et al. (2010) in their study on the inter-similarity between airline networks and container shipping networks. Based on degree centrality, which is the number of connections a node has with other nodes, the IDDC is the linear correlation coefficient (Pearson) between the degree centrality of nodes in layer A and the degree centrality of nodes in layer B. In their analysis, degree centrality is unweighted as it is a simple count of the number of links (or edges) of each node (or vertex). The availability of DWT made it possible to calculate, like in the case of ports, traffic weights on links as the product of trip frequency and vessel capacity.

The basic meaning of the IDDC, ranging between -1 and 1, is that positive values of $r^{AB}$ show that “high-degree nodes from network A tend to couple with high-degree nodes from network B and vice versa”, while negative values show the opposite and “randomly interdependent networks correspond to the case of $r^{AB} = 0$”. The IDDC is calculated as follows:

$$r^{AB} = \frac{1}{\sigma_q^2} \sum_{jk} jk(e_{jk} - p_j p_k)$$

In order to study the vulnerability of the maritime network, we propose a different definition of layers than the one based on the 20 vessel types. With reference to the topological decomposition method employed by Zaidi (2011), it is possible to define a layer as a subnetwork made of nodes handling the same number of layers, regardless of their nature, should it be bulks or containers. The twenty layers are constructed in an ascending order, with the first one containing ports handling only one vessel type, the second one containing ports handling 1 and 2 vessel types, etc. until all ports are included (full network) for the final layer. Such an approach is based on Figure 2, where ports are differentiated by the number of layers they belong to rather than their specific traffic or commodities/cargoes. The distribution of ports is highly unequal, as 499 ports out of 1666 perform only one layer, and only one port performs all the 20 layers.
The two types of layers, the ones based on traffic types and the ones based on traffic type numbers, will be analyzed through applying commonly accepted measures of network structure, borrowed from complex network analysis. The selected measures are as follows, with an illustration in Appendix 2:

- **average shortest path length** (ASPL), a measure of network efficiency corresponding to the average number of links needed to travel the whole network using all possible shortest paths among pairs of nodes;
- **diameter**, the number of links composing the longest shortest path;
- **average clustering coefficient**, the average probability for nodes’ neighbors to connect one another, or, the proportion of observed triangles (or cliques) in the maximum possible number of triangles (or cliques);
- **density**, the proportion of observed links in the maximum possible number of links.

The average clustering coefficient and the density share a commonality; low values mean that the network is highly centralized and sparse. The same goes for diameter and average shortest path length, where low values suggest that the network is efficient, or easy to be navigated across.

3. **Inter-similarity in the global maritime network**

One first step is to check the effect of traffic diversity (number of traffic types handled from 1 to 20) on the connectivity of ports. This connectivity is measured in different ways: the number of multi-edges, which counts how many links of different types connect the port to other ports (Newman, 2010), and strength, defined by the degree centrality of the port (number of adjacent connected neighbors) weighted by the product of call frequency and vessel size (see Barrat et al., 2004 for a discussion on the advantages of using weighted rather than simple networks). Based on a power-law fit, we calculated that the statistical relationship between the number of traffic types and total traffic (or strength) is significant ($R^2 = 0.634$) as well as between the number of traffic types and the number of multi-edges ($R^2 = 0.775$). The fact that larger and more connected ports are more diversified than smaller ports and less connected ports is confirmed by Figure 3. Despite the relatively low correlation between cargo diversity index (CDI) and strength (0.265) and multi-edges (0.281), the percentile approach shows that as connectivity increases, the diversity of traffic also increases among percentiles, similarly to a Pareto distribution.

The number of multi-edges and layers can also be represented on a world map (Figure 4), showing that such variables are not randomly distributed. European and Asian ports in general stand out compared with other ports of the world by their superior connectivity and diversity, especially in the case of Rotterdam and Singapore hubs, but also London, Las Palmas, Busan, and main Japanese ports. In other regions, most diversified ports are often important cities (e.g. New York, Los Angeles) and/or the main port of the country (e.g. Jakarta, Rio de Janeiro, Mumbai, Dubai, Bangkok, Istanbul, Lisbon). Ports situated more inland, such as on rivers, estuaries, and lakes, are disadvantaged to receive large vessels and therefore remain highly specialized, as seen along the Amazon and the St. Lawrence Seaway.

Next, we run a Principal Components Analysis (PCA) on ports’ strength (Figure 5) to unravel the affinities or oppositions among the different layers. The first principal component or loading factor (F1)
exhibits a size effect with all traffics having positive signs, and containers being the best represented on the x-axis. More interesting in terms of specialization effects is the y-axis. Positive values on F2 go to bulks, especially crude oil, ores, other tanker, oil tanker, and gas, while negative values comprise passenger traffic (of which cruise), fish, vehicles, general cargo, and containers. The two principal components concentrate 37.98% of total variance and they express the overall logic of the global port hierarchy and specialization. Larger ports may exert all sorts of activities (F1) but some ports specialize in less valued, raw materials (F2, positive) while others handle lighter and more valued traffics (F2, negative). F3 and F4 give more importance to categories being poorly represented on F1 and F2, principally due to their smaller traffic size, such as wood, asphalt, service, reefer, and other. Ports handling such traffics are likely to be highly specialized in only a few categories. This is confirmed by the cluster analysis, which provides one cluster (1) made of multifunctional ports handling all possible traffic types, and eight other clusters with ports specialized in one dominant traffic category. Cluster (1) also contains the most voluminous traffic through handling the main markets (i.e. containers, dry bulk, general cargo), as other clusters specialize in niche markets (e.g. cement, livestock, fishing).

The next step is to apply the weighted inter degree-degree coefficient (IDDC) to our dataset. Given the size of the correlation matrix (20*19), we directly move to the results of a PCA applied on the network characteristics of each layer (Figure 6). We created two new variables for each layer, the average IDDC on nodes and on links. It corresponds to the average correlation between a layer’s strength and all other layers, as a summary of its interdependency. Such variables are confronted to the aforementioned measures of network structure as seen in the figure. This time 91.71% of total variance is explained by the four main principal components or loading factors. Results are fruitful in many ways. We observe that larger networks by the size (nodes and links) also have the highest IDDC should it be on nodes or links, general cargo being by far the most representative layer. General cargo is not only specific by its larger size; it is also characterized by the fact that it is handled by most ports of the world. It means that sparser networks, topologically and probably geographically, form specialized circulation patterns not well overlapped with the core of the full network (i.e. cement, other, passenger, and fishing). Such smaller networks, in turn, are highly clustered (cf. average clustering coefficient) and therefore do not follow a hub structure. This is also the case of asphalt, livestock, cruise, and containers, with low IDDC and high density. While container shipping is the second largest layer by the number of links (5,665), it contains a relatively small number of ports, reflecting upon its highly selective character, as not all ports are equipped with such dedicated facilities. Other layers having high IDDC on F1 are specific by their lower efficiency (high diameter and ASPL), such as oil tanker and other tanker. These layers are thus not well connected internally, as ships travel long distances to bridge origins and destinations, but also because the different parts or communities (or markets) within the layer are sparsely linked.

4. Global maritime network vulnerability and robustness

The main idea behind the analysis of vulnerability is to check how the global maritime network functions with or without nodes characterized by specialization or diversity. We calculated by successive iterations the network structure of each subgraph composed of nodes handling the same number of traffic types (layers). Figure 7 presents the results for the aforementioned measures as well as for the percentage of nodes and links contained in each layer. We see that the share of ports follows a logarithmic evolution while the one of links an exponential one. It means that links in general are
more densely concentrated among diversified ports, so that the architecture of the network highly depend on such ports (which are also the largest). Ports are more evenly distributed across layers. While 50% of nodes are contained in the 5th layer already, 50% of links are contained in the 12th layer. This is in line with the findings of Ducruet (2013) showing that the most diversified ports concentrate world traffic and dominate the global network. In fact, only one single port handles all traffic types, Busan in South Korea, which is the principal gateway of the country and acts as a major regional transshipment hub in Northeast Asia (Frémont and Ducruet, 2005).

Density and clustering exhibit comparable behavior, with a continuous increase as more diversified nodes are added to the network. Without large and diversified ports, the global network remains sparsely connected and thus highly vulnerable. Short-range circuits are made of smaller ports connect each other by weak ties. Diameter and average shortest path length follow similar tendencies, starting with initially low values but rapidly becoming very high until the layer comprising 1 to 5 traffic types, followed by a continuous decline. Those measures of sparsity indicate that without diversified ports, the global network remains poorly connected and difficult to navigate.

A complementary view is proposed in Figure 8, where the 1st, 5th, 10th, and 15th layers are shown together with the world region to which ports belong. It confirms that the first layer, composed of the most specialized ports (handling only one layer), is poorly connected except for its main component. All subcomponents exist within one single region, also confirming that the most specialized ports have shorter interaction range than larger ports, and that it is impossible to speak of a global maritime network but of small, localized networks. Despite its bigger size, the 5th layer shows a similar pattern, with Europe at the core of the network, but sparsely connected with rest of the world, except with Africa. Numerous tiny subcomponents still appear at the periphery. Large subcomponents comprising ports of the same region, such as East Asia, West Asia, North and Latin America remain poorly connected with each other. This explains to a large extent the peak values of diameter and ASPL as seen in Figure 5, as ports handling one to five layers are not sufficient to ensure global connectivity. The 10th and 15th layers show a comparable pattern, with a strong regional differentiation of ports and their linkages, but with an increasing topological proximity as the network grows and includes more diversified ports.

Next, network vulnerability may be envisaged though the analysis of the hierarchical structure of the network (Figure 9) in two different ways, the log-log plot of degree centrality in the single-edge network and of the number of layers versus the number (or frequency) of ports. The coefficient of the inserted power-law line shows that both statistical distributions are exemplary of a scale-free distribution, being negative and over 1, although the scale-free dimension in highly hierarchical networks (i.e. containing many hubs) should range between -2 and -3 (Barabasi and Albert, 1999). The hierarchical dimension of the maritime network is attenuated by its spatial nature, as it is constrained by coastlines and distance, compared with other networks in other contexts. The distribution of ports by the number of layers reaches a high value (-1.758), as 499 ports out of 1,665 perform only one activity, and only one single port performs all 20 activities (Busan) as well as 19 activities (Tokyo), and five ports perform 18 activities (Singapore, Osaka, Dubai, Piraeus, and Las Palmas). For degree centrality (number of adjacently connected neighbors), Rotterdam followed by Antwerp rank at the top of the global hierarchy, with 472 and 398 links respectively. This statistical distribution is less hierarchical than that of layers as only 86 ports have one single neighbor. All in all, the understanding
ports by their traffic diversity appears to be more fruitful than based on more classical measures like total throughput or connectivity.

Conclusion

This complex network approach to the multilayered structure of the global maritime network is fruitful in many ways. It confirms the overwhelming importance of the most diversified ports, which handle the bulk of global trade and by their high centrality act as pivots towards smaller ports. Port activity as a whole is thus highly influenced by the ability of maritime nodes to embed within multiple circulation layers. Such layers, despite their differences in terms of respective market coverage, operation, and technology, thus converge at a few large hubs and gateways, Rotterdam and Singapore being the cores of this multilayered hierarchy. In turn, the whole global network remains rather disorganized and sparsely connected when considering only specialized nodes, as the different parts of the world stand at distance from each other, linked by tiny links or being in isolation. The removal of the most diversified ports, by iteration, thus makes the global network highly vulnerable. This is in line with complex network research where multilayered networks are more vulnerable when layers couple with each other at high-degree nodes (Vespignani, 2010). This effect of diversity is particularly keen when assembling ports belonging to the same urban area, the port city rather than the port itself or the terminal being the unit of analysis. Node aggregation is thus a necessary complement to the study of network diversity and networks in general (Tsiotas and Polyzos, 2018).

The lessons learned for ports and shipping are twofold. First, economies of scale in many sectors such as bulks and containers reached such a level that only a few ports are capable to welcome giant ships and to centralize flows that are bound to be redistributed towards smaller ports or the hinterland. This hub function tends to act as a magnet towards other traffic types, thereby making port systems highly unequal in terms of traffic and connectivity distribution. Second, not all ports may be able to attract all sorts of traffic. This depends greatly on the nature of their initial specialization, as ports may have been able to diversify their activity over time. Another insight of this research is the fact that multilayered connectivity is geographically circumscribed except, perhaps, in the case of Singapore, which mainly acts as a transshipment hub. This confirms that the port hierarchy closely relates with the intermingling of the different scales of flows, from the local to the global, in a stylized system (de Langen et al., 2002) that complements the multilayered system made of different traffic types. Our research thus confirmed that specialization, size, connectivity, but also geographic scale, are closely related within a highly hierarchical network. Large, diversified, well-connected ports connect over farther distances than others. This means that maritime traffic is likely to be captured and retained by such large pivots at the expense of other ports, which shall remain specialized in a few traffic categories.

There are policy implications of such results. In Europe for instance, the over-concentration of maritime traffic at a few large gateways exceeds by far the EU territorial objectives of regional balance and the territorial harmonization of the trans-European transport network. Traffic polarized by Antwerp, Rotterdam, and Hamburg creates bottlenecks despite multimodal alternatives to trucking, Antwerp for instance being France’s main port through road transport. Those large gateways keep investing in massive port infrastructures to cope with demand, reinforcing the diversion of their southern, northern, and eastern counterparts by major shipping companies. This traffic over-concentration is a well-known, reinforcing phenomenon, notably in the case of container flows (Notteboom, 2010), with important implications on the location of value-added activities such as EDCs (Ferrari et al., 2006). The European port policy has not been able yet to modify such a landscape,
notably given the relative failure of the EU Marco Polo programmes destined to enhance coastal shipping and the role of secondary ports. As underlined by de Langen (1998) small and medium-sized ports serve local hinterlands while large ports and hubs create economies of scale and agglomeration effects. Yet, small and medium-sized ports have several advantages such as land availability and cheaper cost. But such ports shall not strive to become large hubs; instead, they should attract value-added activities and traffic in the bulk and breakbulk sectors (de Langen, 1998). In the container business, diseconomies of scale in large hubs / load centers due to congestion may create opportunities for smaller ports to develop this market and attract direct calls from shipping lines (see an early discussion by Hayuth, 1981).

Further research shall focus on the temporal dimension of the relationship between specialization, size, and connectivity. This shall open new ways of understanding the emergence of multilayered hubs, by questioning the place-dependencies and path-dependencies at stake. Place-dependency refers to the ability of particular ports to diversify their traffic portfolio. Thus, the search for the determinants of such a process are worth of investigation. Path-dependency is the degree of affinity among the different layers, as ports specialized in a particular sector will be more likely to attract other sectors. This calls for further dialogues with evolutionary economic geography, where the socio-economic diversification of regions has been investigated using data on firms and employment (Neffke et al., 2011). Another avenue of research is to complement maritime network analysis by hinterland aspects, as port competition and hierarchy is not solely based on shipping patterns. This suggests that the maritime network should not studied in an abstract topological space, but as a system embedded within territorial structures, where nodes are characterized by additional attributes such as local socio-economic features. Such an extension of the analysis may face difficulties however, due to the scarcity of information about the true origins and destinations of maritime flows.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>DWT</th>
<th>No. Vessels</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Asphalt</td>
<td>570858</td>
<td>87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cement</td>
<td>2103367</td>
<td>237</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chemical</td>
<td>22267820</td>
<td>1704</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Container</td>
<td>88685571</td>
<td>2861</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crude oil</td>
<td>156307458</td>
<td>899</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cruise</td>
<td>1338189</td>
<td>279</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dry bulk</td>
<td>239459187</td>
<td>4344</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fishing</td>
<td>626096</td>
<td>468</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gas</td>
<td>19653941</td>
<td>733</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General cargo</td>
<td>31505614</td>
<td>6945</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Livestock</td>
<td>601309</td>
<td>103</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oil tanker</td>
<td>29573756</td>
<td>1183</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ores</td>
<td>24055332</td>
<td>120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>1700108</td>
<td>777</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other tanker</td>
<td>11484089</td>
<td>250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Passenger</td>
<td>741248</td>
<td>425</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reefer</td>
<td>6021456</td>
<td>802</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Service</td>
<td>1219908</td>
<td>756</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vehicle</td>
<td>13317907</td>
<td>1247</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wood</td>
<td>4511878</td>
<td>101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>655745094</td>
<td>24321</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Appendix 1: World fleet under study
Figure 1: Analytical framework for network construction

Figure 2: Distribution of ports and their number of traffic types

Figure 3: Traffic diversity and traffic volume
Figure 4: World distribution of traffic diversity and port connectivity

Figure 5: Principal components analysis of port specialization
Figure 6: Principal component analysis of cargo traffic layers

Figure 7: Structural properties of network layers
Figure 8: Graph visualization of selected network layers
Figure 9: Hierarchical structure of the global maritime network

Appendix 2: Methodology for the calculation of network indices

- shortest path between (a) and (b) = 2
- diameter = 5
- average shortest path length = 2.424
- density = \frac{e}{\frac{v(v-1)}{2}} = 0.277
- average clustering coefficient = 0.374